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A B S T R A C T   

The mammary gland (MG) is composed of three main epithelial lineages, the basal cells (BC), the 
estrogen receptor (ER) positive luminal cells (ER+ LC), and the ER negative LC (ER− LC). 
Defining the cell identity of each lineage and how it is modulated throughout the different stages 
of life is important to understand how these cells function and communicate throughout life. 
Here, we used transgenic mice specifically labelling ER+ LC combined to cell surface markers to 
isolate with high purity the 3 distinct cell lineages of the mammary gland and defined their 
expression profiles and chromatin landscapes by performing bulk RNAseq and ATACseq of these 
isolated populations in puberty, adulthood and mid-pregnancy. Our analysis identified conserved 
genes, ligands and transcription factor (TF) associated with a specific lineage throughout life as 
well as genes, ligands and TFs specific for a particular stage of the MG. In summary, our study 
identified genes and TF network associated with the identity, function and cell-cell communi-
cation of the different epithelial lineages of the MG at different stages of life.   

1. Introduction 

The MG is essential for the survival of young mammalian offspring by the secretion of the milk that provide them fluids and nu-
triments during the first part of their life. The MG is composed of an epithelium organized as a ductal tree of basal cells (BC) sur-
rounding luminal cells (LC). LC contained ER+ LC, which respond to the estrogen and progesterone signalling and ER− LC that are 
responsible for milk production during pregnancy and lactation. Mammary epithelial cells are surrounded by a unique microenvi-
ronment, described as the mammary fat pad, which is composed of adipocytes, fibroblasts, blood vessels and immune cells. 

The MG development begins early during embryonic development and is the first skin appendage that occurs during morpho-
genesis. Depending on the species, one or multiple pairs of mammary placodes are specified in the ventral part of the skin that further 
develop until birth into a primitive rudimentary tree. At the onset of puberty, the MG expands until it completely fills the mammary fat 
pad. During pregnancy, the MG further expands and ER− LC differentiate into alveolar structures that will produce milk. BC have 
contractile properties which help to expulse the milk throughout the ductal tree and are called for this reason myoepithelial cells. At 
the end of lactation, due to the drop of prolactin concentration, the MG involutes and regresses to an appearance similar to the one 
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before pregnancy [1]. 
The estrogen and progesterone ovarian hormones are key regulators of the development and function of the mammary gland. 

Levels of estrogen and progesterone increase during puberty and promote MG outgrowth. In adulthood, hormonal levels control the 
menstrual cycle. Burst of proliferation and formation of side branches are thought to be triggered by progesterone during the estrus 
cycles. Estrogen induces modest proliferation in adulthood, but is permissive for the strong mitogenic effects of progesterone. Upon 
pregnancy, estrogen and progesterone induce a massive proliferation and morphological changes to produce milk-producing alveoli 
[2–4]. ER+ LCs are regulated by hormones secreted by the ovary and the pituitary gland, and relay the signals to ER− LC and BC 
through paracrine signals like amphiregulin or RANKL [5]. Crosstalk between hormone sensing cells and ER-PR-cells is crucial to 
coordinate the development of a functional organ but is still not fully understood. 

Genetic lineage tracing and clonal analysis of BC, LC, ER− LC, ER+ LC and neutral genetic labelling in the MG demonstrated that BC 
are multipotent during embryonic development, giving rise to BC and LC, but that after birth, during puberty, adulthood and preg-
nancy cycles, BC, ER− LC and ER+ LC are lineage-restricted and self-sustained lineages [6–12]. 

The cellular heterogeneity and dynamics of mammary gland cell types during different stages of life have been previously studied 
by single cell RNA sequencing studies in mice and in human [8,13–21]. While single cell RNA sequencing is the gold standard 
technique to study the cellular heterogeneity within an organ, more robust expression profiles can be achieved with bulk RNA 
sequencing, pending cell population isolation is possible. Several transcriptome analysis have been previously performed in the MG. 
Transcriptome analysis have previously described the differences between BC and LC in mice [22–25] or human [26–28] but these 
studies did not separate the 2 subpopulations of LC, ER+ LC and ER− LC, which have very distinct functions. Expression profiles of BC, 
progenitors LC and mature LC, as defined by their stem cell properties, in mice and/or human were also performed during adulthood 
only [29–33]. Expression profiles of BC, ER+ LC and ER− LC, isolated based on cell surface markers, was performed during adulthood 
only [32], and expression profiles of ER+ LC were performed in virgin or early pregnancy, but were not compared to the expression 
profiles of ER− LC and BC [34]. Therefore, the transcriptome of the 3 cell subpopulations in parallel have only been investigated in 
adulthood by bulk sequencing, leaving open questions on how the transcriptome and chromatin landscape of these different lineages 
are regulated at different stages of life, what are their conserved signatures throughout life and how the different cell types differ 
during puberty, adulthood and pregnancy. 

In this study, we used transgenic mice specifically labelling ER+ LC, previously fully characterized [9], combined with cell surface 
markers, to isolate with high purity the 3 distinct cell lineages of the mammary gland and defined their expression profiles and 
chromatin landscapes by performing bulk RNAseq and ATACseq of these isolated populations during puberty, adulthood and preg-
nancy. We established conserved and stage specific transcriptional and chromatin signatures of the different epithelial mammary cell 
types. We defined conserved or temporal specific genes, ligands and TF networks within a given epithelial lineage across puberty, 
adulthood or pregnancy. Our approach allowed to profile the rare ER+ LC during pregnancy and uncover genes associated with this 
specific population during pregnancy. Altogether, our study constitutes a useful resource for researchers working on mammary gland 
development and stem cell regulation that allows to define new candidate genes, cell-cell communications, and gene regulatory 
network (GRN) that are controlling cell identity and function of the different MG epithelial lineages across different stages of life. 

2. Methods 

Mice. RosaYFP [74] mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. TetOCre [75] mice were provided by A. Nagy. ER-rtTA 
generation was previously described [9]. Mice colonies from mixed background were maintained in a certified animal facility in 
accordance with European guidelines. These experiments were approved by the local ethical committee (CEBEA). 

Targeting YFP expression. For puberty, 3 weeks old ER-rtTA/TetOCre/RosaYFP female mice were induced with doxycycline 
diluted in drinking water (2 g/l, AG Scientific) and 3 intraperitoneal injections per week (200 μl of 10 mg/ml doxycycline diluted in 
PBS) during 14 days and analyzed at the end of induction, at 5 weeks old. For adult and pregnancy, 4 weeks old ER-rtTA/TetOCre/ 
RosaYFP female mice were induced with doxycycline diluted in drinking water (2 g/l, AG Scientific) and 3 intraperitoneal in-
jections per week (200 μl of 10 mg/ml doxycycline diluted in PBS) during 28 days. Mice for adult condition were processed at 10 weeks 
old. Mice for pregnancy condition were put in mating when 10 weeks old and processed when 12 days pregnant. 

Mammary cell preparation. MGs were dissected and the lymph nodes removed before processing. 12 to 22 mice were used per 
sample for puberty, 1 mice was used per sample for adult, and 3 to 4 mice were used per sample for pregnancy. Samples were washed in 
HBSS and cut in pieces of 1 mm3 with scissors. Samples were digested for 2 h at 37 ◦C under shaking in 300U/ml collagenase (Sigma)/ 
300 μg/ml hyaluronidase (Sigma) in HBSS. EDTA at a final concentration of 5 mM was added for 10 min to the resultant organoid 
suspension, followed by 0.25% Trypsin/EGTA for 2 min. Samples were then filtrated through 40-μm mesh and rinsed in 2% FBS/PBS. 

Cell labelling and flow cytometry. All steps of cell labelling were performed in PBS supplemented with 2% bovine serum. Cells 
were incubated in 250 μl per million cells in primary antibody dilution for 30 min on ice, with shaking every 10 min. Primary anti-
bodies were washed and cells incubated with secondary antibodies, with shaking every 10 min. Secondary antibodies were washed and 
cells were resuspended in 2.5 μg/ml DAPI (Invitrogen) before analysis. 

Primary antibodies used were: APC-conjugated anti-CD45 (1/100, clone 30-F11, 17-0451, eBiosciences), APC-conjugated anti- 
CD31 (1/100, clone 390, 17-0311, eBiosciences), APC-conjugated anti-CD104a (1/100, clone APA5, 17-1401, eBiosciences), PECy7- 
conjugated anti-CD24 (1/100, clone M1/69, 560535, BD Biosciences), AlexaFluor700-conjugated anti-CD29 (1/100, clone HMβ1-1, 
102218, Biolegend), PE-conjugated anti-CD49b (1/100, clone DX5, 553858, BD Biosciences), PerCP/Cy5.5-conjugated anti-Sca1 (1/ 
100, clone D7, 108124, Biolegend), Biotin-conjugated anti-CD133 (1/100, clone 13A4, 13-1331, eBiosciences). Secondary antibody 
used was: APC-Cy7-conjugated streptavidin (1/400, 554063, BD Biosciences). Cell sorting was performed on a FACS Aria III using the 
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FACS DiVa software (BD Biosciences). 
RNA sequencing. RNA extraction from 20000 to 100000 FACS isolated cells was performed using RNeasy micro kit (QIAGEN) 

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Prior to sequencing the quality of RNA was evaluated by Bioanalyzer 2100 
(Agilent). Indexed cDNA libraries were obtained using the Ovation Solo RNA-seq Systems (NuGen) following manufacturer’s rec-
ommendations. The multiplexed libraries (11pM/18pM) were loaded on flow cells and sequences were produced using a HiSeq PE 
Cluster Kit v4 and TruSeq SBS Kit v3-HS (250 cycles) on a Novaseq 6000 (Illumina). Reads were mapped against the mouse reference 
genome (Grcm38/mm10) using STAR software [76] to generate read alignments for each sample. Annotations Grcm38.87 was ob-
tained from ftp.Ensembl.org. After transcripts assembling, gene level counts were obtained using HTseq-count [77] using options -f 
bam -r name -s no –nonunique all and normalized to 20-millions of aligned reads. Average expression for each gene for the different 
cell populations was computed based on the 2 biological replicates. 

2.1. RNAseq analysis and signature derivations 

The average of the 2 replicates for each condition were used to define the expression fold change between 2 conditions. Upre-
gulated genes were defined as genes upregulated for at least 2-fold changes, and normalized expression value is at least 20 in the 
upregulated condition. When normalized gene expression value was 0 in the condition to compare with, it was manually changed to 
0.1, to avoid dividing by zero error when generating fold change table, therefore generating an artificially high fold change instead of 
an error message of dividing by zero. 

Cell type specific signatures were defined as compared to the 2 other cell subtypes and were derived in puberty, in adult and in 
pregnancy. In puberty, 833 genes were upregulated both in ER+ LC compared to ER− LC and in ER+ LC compared to BC and constitute 
the ER+ LC specific gene signature in puberty. Similarly, ER− LC specific gene signature and BC specific signature in puberty were 
derived and were composed respectively of 1184 and 2260 genes. In adult, the ER+ LC specific gene signature was composed of the 
751 genes upregulated both in ER+ LC compared to ER− LC and in ER+ LC compared to BC, while the ER− LC and BC specific gene 
signatures were composed of 828 and 2815 genes respectively. In pregnancy, specific gene signatures were derived similarly and were 
composed of 652, 471 and 1766 genes respectively for ER+ LC, ER− LC and BC. 

Conserved ER+ LC signature throughout the 3 developmental stages was then derived from the intersection of the puberty, adult 
and pregnancy ER+ LC specific gene signatures. This signature corresponds to the genes upregulated in ER+ LC compared to the 2 
other cell types in the 3 stages of life and was composed of 215 genes. Conserved ER− LC and BC signature throughout the 3 stages 
were derived in a similar way and were composed respectively of 58 and 915 genes. 

The puberty specific signature in ER+ LC was defined as genes commonly upregulated in ER+ LC puberty compared to ER+ LC 
adult, in ER+ LC puberty compared to ER+ LC pregnancy as well as in ER+ LC puberty compared to ER− LC puberty and ER+ LC 
puberty compared to BC puberty and comprised 146 genes. The adult specific signature in ER+ LC and the pregnancy specific signature 
in ER+ LC were derived similarly and included 45 and 206 genes respectively. For ER− LC, the puberty, adult and pregnancy sig-
natures comprised 191, 218 and 163 genes respectively, while for BC, the puberty, adult and pregnancy signatures comprised 333, 718 
and 160 genes respectively. 

Genes signature of each population were tested for enrichment in each gene ontology (GO) class and pathway analysis using the 
EnrichR [78,79]. The categories used for analysis are GO Biological Process 2018 and KEGG 2019 mouse. Statistically significant 
enrichment corresponding to those presenting a P-value < 0.05, although some terms and genes involved in non-statistically signif-
icant classes were included for their biological relevance. 

The heatmaps for visualization of gene expression were plotted with heatmapper [80]. Average linkage and pearson distance were 
applied for clustering of genes based on the gene expression. 

Human dataset conversion and comparison. Transcriptomic datasets of human breast were obtained from previous studies [30, 
33]. Human genes were converted to equivalent mouse genes with Ensembl Biomart (Ensembl Genes 109) [81]. 

Among the signatures of each cell type described in Lim et al. [33], genes with positive average log fold-change were considered. In 
the transcriptomic data of Pellacani et al. [30], gene signatures of each cell type were defined further for comparison to our mouse 
datasets. BC signature was defined as the genes up-regulated in both BC vs luminal progenitor (LP) and BC vs LC. LP signature was 
defined as the genes both down-regulated in BC vs LP and LC vs LP. LC signature was defined as the genes down-regulated on BC vs LC 
and up-regulated on LC vs LP. 

Basal/stem progenitor from Lim et al. and BC from Pellacani et al. were compared to conserved BC signature. Luminal progenitor 
signatures from both datasets were compared to conserved ER− LC. Mature luminal from Lim et al. and LC from Pellacani et al. were 
compared to conserved ER+ LC signature. 

ATAC-sequencing. For ATAC sequencing, 100000 sorted cells from different cell lineages were collected in 1 ml of PBS supple-
mented with 3% FBS at 4 ◦C. Cells were centrifuged and cell pellets were resuspended in 100 μl of lysis buffer (TrisHCl 10 mM, NaCl 10 
mM, MgCl2 3 mM, Igepal 0.1%) and centrifuged at 500 g for 25 min at 4 ◦C. Supernatant was carefully discarded and nuclei were 
resuspended in 50 μl of reaction buffer (Tn5 transposase 2.5 μl, TD buffer 22.5 μl, from Nextera DNA sample preparation kit, Illumina, 
and 25 μl H20). The reaction was performed at 37 ◦C for 30 min and was stopped by addition of 5 μl of clean up buffer (NaCl 900 mM, 
EDTA 300 mM). DNA was purified using the MiniElute purification kit (QIAGEN) following manufacturer protocol. DNA libraries were 
PCR amplified (Nextera DNA Sample Preparation Kit, Illumina), and size selected from 200 to 800 bp (BluePippin, Sage Sciences), 
following manufacturer’s recommendations. 

ATAC-sequencing analysis Before starting the alignment and downstream analysis, quality check was done by FastQC (https:// 
tumor.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Adaptors sequences and low-quality regions were removed with 
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Trimmomatic [82] paired-end mode using options “HEADCROP:10 CROP:75 ILLUMINACLIP:adaptor.file:2:30:10 LEADING:3 
TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:60”. Trimmed reads were then aligned to mouse reference genome mm10 using Bowtie2 
[83] (version 2.2.6) using options “-X 2000 –fr –very-sensitive –no-discordant –no-unal –no-mixed –non-deterministic”. Mitochondrial 
reads, reads from unmapped or random contigs and reads with a mapping quality less than 20 were removed using samtools Duplicate 
reads were removed by Picard tools (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). 

Fig. 1. Cell subpopulations of the mammary gland show conserved gene signatures throughout different stages of life. Heatmaps of gene expression 
levels of examples of genes from conserved signatures throughout different stages of life (a, c, e) and EnrichR gene ontology analysis on conserved 
signature (b, d, f) for ER+ LC (a, b), ER− LC (c, d) and BC (e, f). 
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Peak calling was performed on each individual sample by macs2 [84] (version 2.1.0.20151222) using options “-f BAMPE -g mm -q 
0.01 –shift 0 –nomodel”. Among the peaks from the different subpopulations, the blacklisted peaks were excluded by using bedtools 
[85] and then merged for downstream analysis. 

Reads counts of merged peaks for each individual sample were calculated by HTSeq-count using options “-f bam -r pos -m inter-
section-nonempty”. These counts were globally normalized by using trimmed mean of M values (TMM) [86] in merged peaks and 
fold-change were calculated between the subpopulations. Peaks were associated to genes with GREAT version 3.0.0 [87] software with 
the following parameters: 5.0 kb in proximal upstream, 1.0 kb in proximal downstream and 100.0 kb in distal. For most of the analysis, 
only the peaks annotated to at least one gene were kept. Differential peaks were defined as peaks having at least 2-fold change between 
two different subpopulations and being called as peaks in the subpopulations which are higher. 

De novo motif search was performed using findMotifsGenome.pl program in HOMER [37] (version 4.10) software using parameters 
“-size − 250,250 -bg background.bed -S 15 -len 6,8,10,12.” The background peaks are defined as all peaks except regulated peaks. 
Specific motif research was performed using annotatePeaks.pl program in HOMER software using parameters “-size -250,250” and the 
motif matrices were obtained via HOMER motif database. 

3. Results 

3.1. Common gene signature of MG lineages across the different stages of life 

To define the transcriptional profile of ER+ LC, ER− LC and BC at different time points, doxycycline treated ERrtTA/TetOCre/ 
rosaYFP mice, in which most ER+ LC were specifically labelled with YFP, as previously described in details [9], were used to FACS 
isolate the different epithelial cell subpopulations of the MG at different stages of life, based on the YFP expression combined with 
expression markers discriminating between the cell types. BC were isolated based on their Lin− CD24+CD29hi profile [6,35]. ER+ LC 
were isolated based on the Lin− YFP+CD24+CD29loSca1+CD133+ profile while ER− LC were isolated based on 
Lin− YFP-CD24+CD29loSca1− CD133- profile [9,36]. While Sca1 and CD133 markers enrich for ER+ LC cells, a small fraction of ER− LC 
is also Sca1+CD133+10. Therefore, combining the YFP expression of ER + traced cells with Sca1 and CD133 markers allowed to isolate 
ER+ LC with a higher purity than previously achieved in mice in puberty (5w old) or in adulthood (10w old). Since Sca1 and CD133 
expression is low upon pregnancy [34], the YFP expression was essential to isolate ER + derived LC (YFP+) and ER− LC (YFP− ) 
populations from mice in mid-pregnancy (12 d pregnant) which were respectively isolated based on their Lin− YFP+CD24+CD29lo and 
Lin− YFP-CD24+CD29lo expression profiles (Supplementary Fig. S1). Transcriptional profiling of the 3 FACS isolated epithelial cell 
subtypes of the MG were performed at puberty, adulthood and mid pregnancy to derive cell type specific and stage specific gene 
expression signatures, which were defined as genes upregulated for at least 2-fold changes compared to the 2 other cell subtypes at 
each time points (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The epithelial lineage specific signatures conserved throughout the 3 developmental 
stages were defined as the intersection of the puberty, adult and pregnancy specific gene signatures (Supplementary Fig. S2). 

The conserved ER+ LC signature across the different stages comprised 215 genes including well known markers of ER+ LC like 
Esr1, Pgr, Prlr, Foxa1, Tbx3, Areg and Prom1 and gene ontology on this signature shows that trans-membrane transport and secretion 
genes were enriched in ER+ LC population. Several genes associated with nerves, like Myt1, Syt17 and Adra1a and genes associated 
with cilia like Dlec1, Ccdc40 and Cfap126 were upregulated in ER+ LC at all stages (Fig. 1a and b and Supplementary Table 3). Many 
ligands were expressed at the 3 life stages in ER+ LC, like Wnt4, Insl6, Tgfb1, Areg, Inha, Cxcl15, Npnt, Cmtm8 and Tgfa. While Wnt4 
and Insl6 were highly expressed in pregnancy, the other ligands presented a decrease in their expression during pregnancy. This 
signature shows that a common program and function is conserved through all life stages for ER+ LC but that even if all these ligands 
are expressed throughout life, their expression profile differs in pregnancy compared to puberty and adulthood, suggesting a different 
paracrine function for ER+ LC during pregnancy. 

The conserved ER− LC signature comprised only 58 genes. As illustrated by the Venn diagram in Fig. S2b, this small number is due 
to the weak number of genes in common between the pregnancy signature and the 2 others. The number of common genes between 
puberty and adult is much greater in ER− LC, comprising 324 genes. These numbers of genes in common illustrate that ER− LC are 
more similar in puberty and adulthood, and that upon pregnancy, ER− LC have a distinct expression program than in puberty and 
adulthood. Bcl11a and Dlx5 TFs were amongst the conserved ER− LC signature. Gene ontology of the conserved ER− LC signature 
shows enrichment of genes involved in Sphingosine-1-phosphate signalling pathway, like Spns2 and Spns3, and transport, like Kcnn4 
and Snta1 (Fig. 1c and d and Supplementary Table 4). Ligands like Enpp3, Btn1a1, and Cxcl2 were high in ER− LC during the 3 life 
stages. In conclusion, a very small number of genes are conserved throughout all life stages in ER− LC, reflecting the drastic 
reprogramming of these cells as they differentiate into alveolar cells during pregnancy. 

The conserved BC signature comprised a larger number of genes, 915 genes, reflecting BC are more distinct than the ER+ LC and 
ER− LC between them and that BC properties are conserved throughout the different stages of life. This signature included well known 
BC associated genes like Krt5, Krt14, Dll1, Acta2 and Myh11 and gene ontology shows that genes associated with muscle contraction 
and extracellular matrix organization were enriched in conserved BC signature, as expected. Axon guidance genes like Robo2, Slit2, 
Slit3 and several semaphoring genes were also specifically upregulated in BC at all stages (Fig. 1e and f and Supplementary Table 5). 
Trp73 transcription factor was also specifically upregulated in BC at all stages, though at much lower levels than Trp63, and could play 
a role in BC specification as well. A large number of ligands were also highly expressed in BC in the 3 life stages: Bdnf, Mdk, Plau, 
Lama3, Igfbp3, Ntng2, Lgals1, Wif1, Igsf10, Hgf, Vegfc, Lamb3, Pianp, Lamc2, Slit3, Angptl2, Pthlh, Nptx2, Ntf5, Sema3b, Nkd2, 
Fam19a5, Efnb3, Pgf, Adm, Sema3a, Pdgfb, Pdgfc and Csf1. This confirms that BC express a higher number of ligands than the other 
cell types and could be key mediators of paracrine signalling, as described previously [32]. 
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We compared the conserved signatures we defined in ER+ LC, ER− LC and BC to the previously described ones defined in 
adulthood in which the 3 cell types were isolated based on Sca1 and CD24 expression [32] and to the ones described in mouse in which 
cells were separated as luminal progenitors, mature LC and MaSC based on CD61, CD24 and CD29 expression [29]. As expected, we 
observed an overlap between the signatures derived from our analysis and the previous ones described in adulthood only. For the ER+
LC conserved signature, 40% of the genes (86 out of 215) were common either to the signature described for ER+ LC [32] or to the 
signature of mature LC [29]. For ER− LC, 11 out of the 58 genes found in the conserved signature were described in at least one of these 
2 studies, while 48% of the genes (441 out of 915) in the conserved BC signature were previously described as BC specific (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3 and Supplementary Table 6). The partial overlap between our described conserved signatures and these studies is 

Fig. 2. ER + LC show stage specific signatures, in particular in pregnancy. Heatmaps of gene expression levels of examples of genes in puberty (a), 
adult (b), and pregnancy (c) specific signatures in ER+ LC. 
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probably be due to distinct experimental strategies. Indeed, the 2 previously published studies were performed using microarrays 
while our study was performed using RNAseq which allows full sequencing of the transcriptome and is therefore likely to identify more 
differentially modulated transcripts than microarrays. We also compared our conserved signatures to 2 human datasets. In both 
studies, adult human mature luminal, luminal progenitor and basal stem/progenitor were isolated based on Epcam and CD49f [30,33]. 
The overlap between our study and the 2 human datasets was smaller than in the comparison with 2 mice datasets. However, markers 

Fig. 3. ER− LC and BC show stage specific signatures. Heatmaps of gene expression levels of examples of genes in puberty (a, d), adult (b, e), and 
pregnancy (c, f) specific signatures in ER− LC (a–c) and BC (d–f). 
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of ER+ LC like Foxa1, Pgr, Prlr and Areg were conserved through the studies as well as markers of BC like Krt5, Krt14, Myh11 and 
Trp63, supporting the relevance and similarity of cell types in the mammary gland between mice and human (Fig. S4 and supple-
mentary Supplementary Table S7). Altogether these data show that all 3 MG cell types have a conserved signature throughout the 
different stages of life and this comparison shows that our analysis uncovers many new genes preferentially expressed by one cell 
lineage that were not previously described and which could play important roles during MG development, homeostasis or pregnancy. 

3.2. Stage specific signatures of the MG lineages 

As a general tendency, ER+ LC and ER− LC signatures were more similar when comparing puberty and adult than when comparing 
puberty and pregnancy or adult and pregnancy. This suggests that upon pregnancy, ER+ LC and ER− LC undergo a profound 
reprogramming. While this observation is not surprising for ER− LC, which are known to differentiate into alveolar cells during 
pregnancy, the function of ER+ LC during pregnancy is poorly known and a profound reprogramming not described, mainly due to the 
scarcity of these cells upon pregnancy. In contrast, BC signatures were not drastically different in one stage compared to the others, 
suggesting that these cells do not undergo major reprogramming upon pregnancy (Supplementary Fig. S2). 

To more precisely define how the transcriptional program of the 3 different MG epithelial lineages changes during puberty, 
adulthood and pregnancy, we defined stage-specific signatures of each cell type during puberty, adulthood and pregnancy. 

The puberty specific signature was defined as genes specifically upregulated in each lineage (as compared to the other lineages) at 
puberty compared to adult and pregnancy. The other stage signatures were derived following the same strategy. 

The puberty specific signature in ER+ LC comprised 146 genes upregulated in ER+ LC in puberty compared to the other cell types 
and compared to ER+ LC at other cell stages. Gene ontology on the 146 genes of this signature showed an enrichment in genes linked to 
metabolism, like Arg1, GluI, Amd1, Aldh3a1, Ido1, Padi2 and Ggct for example. Genes related to autophagy, like Atg9b and Vmp1 
were also more expressed by ER+ LC in puberty. This suggests that ER+ LC have specific functions during puberty, with potentially a 
higher metabolism and autophagy, which could be related to their increased cycling behaviour during puberty. Several ligands, like 
Nrg4, Cxcl17, Fgf13, Epgn and Inhba were upregulated in puberty in ER+ LC suggesting a specific role in pubertal development 
(Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. S5 and Supplementary Tables 3 and 8). 

The adult specific signature in ER+ LC comprised only 45 genes, suggesting no major specific role of ER+ LC only in adulthood. GO 
terms and a few examples of genes comprised in this signature are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S5. No ligand were 
specifically upregulated in ER+ LC only in adult, but several ligands were expressed in puberty and adult and not during pregnancy in 
ER+ LC: Ptn, Col8a1, Il33, Stc2, Enho, Wnt7b and Wnt5a, again supporting that ER+ LC do not have a specific role in adulthood that 
they would not have in puberty as well (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. S5 and Supplementary Tables 3 and 8). 

The pregnancy specific signature in ER+ LC comprised 206 genes. A striking observation was that many of those genes were very 
highly expressed in LC ER+ in pregnancy compared to the other stages and cell types (Fig. 2c). This suggests a unique and highly 
specific cell expression program for the rare ER+ LC cells during pregnancy, supporting a unique role for these very rare cells during 
pregnancy. Gene ontology of this signature revealed an enrichment in genes involved in sodium transport, MAPK cascade regulation, 
regulation of kinase B signalling and response to estradiol. Esrrb, Gabbr2 and Unc5d receptors were very highly expressed in ER+ LC in 
mid pregnancy, suggesting a major role of these receptors in signalling in ER+ LC only in pregnancy (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Fig. S5 
and Supplementary Table 3). Defb1, Bmp3, Igf2, Calca, Tnfsf11, Penk and Il34 ligands were mainly associated with pregnancy, 
supporting a specific paracrine expression profile in ER+ LC in pregnancy (Supplementary Table 8). The exact role of these cells 
specifically during pregnancy and the cell-cell communications they are involved in would certainly deserve more attention. 

In ER− LC, the puberty, adult and pregnancy specific signatures comprised 191, 218 and 163 genes respectively and were asso-
ciated with different GO terms depending on the life stage (Supplementary Fig. S5). Foxi1 and Hey1 TFs were only upregulated in 
puberty in ER-LC. The paracrine function of ER− LC seemed life-stage dependent as different ligands were expressed at different stages. 
Many ligands were expressed higher in ER− LC in puberty and to a lesser extend in adult stage: Inhbb, Cgref1, Dmkn, Cxcl1, Eml5, 
Ntn1, Lrg1, Tgfb3, Angpt1, Rnpep, Lcn2, Igfbp5 and Cp. Sbsn, Lif, Cxcl16, Tnf, Esm1 and Lect1 ligands were higher in ER− LC adult 
and to a lesser extend in puberty and pregnancy. Some ligands were also associated with puberty and adult in ER− LC like Cma1 and 
Hapln3. In pregnancy, Chrdl2, Apln, Tnc, Spp1, Slit1, Cspg5, Cel and Tgfb2 ligands were highly expressed in ER− LC, while Scube1 and 
Il23a were higher in adult and pregnancy (Fig. 3a–c, Supplementary Fig. S5 and Supplementary Tables 4 and 8). These results show 
that ER− LC have different transcriptomes, and in particular ligand expression, depending on the life stage, likely regulating the stage 
specific functions of this cell lineage. 

In BC, the puberty, adult and pregnancy specific signatures comprised 333, 718 and 160 genes respectively, and were also asso-
ciated with different gene ontology terms depending on the life stage. While Sox11 was associated with puberty, Sox7 was associated 
with adulthood in BC, suggesting different TF of the same family could finetune the expression program of these cells depending on the 
life stage. Adult and pregnancy specific signatures were both associated with extracellular matrix remodelling terms, but different sets 
of genes were upregulated in the 2 stages (Adamts4, Adamts1, Sfn in adulthood and Adamts17, Adamts9, Adamts12, Adamts7, Col1a1, 
Col1a2, Col3a1, Col11a1, Col6a3, Col13a1, Col15a1, Col23a1 in pregnancy), suggesting BC are inducing a significant change in 
extracellular matrix organization upon pregnancy. Many ligands were expressed in BC and were differentially expressed depending on 
the life stage. Ligands expressed higher in puberty were Wnt9a, Chrdl1, Sfrp5, Dhh and Eda. Thbs1, Ccl7, Wnt10a, Fst, Ccl2, Tfpi, 
Ccl11, Srgn, Bmp2, Il6, Cxcl9, Brinp3, Il24 and Tnfsf10 ligands were higher in adult, while ligands higher in puberty and adult stages 
were C1qtnf9, Bmp6, Egfl7, Bmp4, Fgf2, Egfl6, Cxcl14, Pros1, Cxcl12, Fgf1, Fstl3, Edil3, Tenm2, Igfbp7, Scube3, Dkk3, Sfrp1, Slit2, 
Nbl1, Kitl, and Jag1. Many ligands showed higher expression in BC in pregnancy: Lamc3, Dlk2, Igfbp2, Ndp, Ereg, Nrg1, Nkd1, Fjx1, 
Lamb1, Sema3d, Igfbp4, Fstl1, Wnt6, Sostdc1, Ntf3, Ndnf, Lamc1, Lrr4c, Lama1, Il17b, Pdgfa, Jag2, Dll1, Bmp7, Sema4g and Chadl, 
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suggesting different cell-cell communication pathways between the different cell types during the different stages of life in the 
mammary gland (Fig. 3d–f, Supplementary Fig. S5 and Supplementary Tables 5 and 8). 

ER+ LC show a conserved chromatin opening signature throughout different stages of life as well as cell stage specific chromatin 
remodelling and associated TFs. 

To identify the chromatin landscapes associated with the different cell lineages of the MG, we performed ATACseq to define the 
open chromatin regions associated with the three different epithelial cell types of the MG in puberty, adulthood and pregnancy. 
Chromatin-open regions (ATAC-seq peaks) associated with a given lineage in a specific stage were defined as the ATAC-seq peaks up- 
regulated for at least 2-fold, compared to the two other lineages at each developmental stage (Supplementary Tables 9 and 10). 

To define the TF associated with chromatin remodelling, we performed motif discovery analyses on the chromatin-remodelled 
regions using homer [37]. The peaks remodelled specifically in each population were compared to the corresponding backgrounds, 
to obtain enriched TF motifs in each population. 

Motif prediction was first performed on open-chromatin regions that are open in each lineage across the different developmental 
stages. As expected, Esr1 and Foxa1 were enriched in ER+ LC population [38]. Zeb2, and Snai2, which have been associated with stem 
cell properties of BC [39], were also enriched in ER+ LC population. However, both Snai2 and Zeb2 motifs were enriched in peaks 
related to genes downregulated in ER+ LC, consistent with a repressor activity of these TFs. Additionally, Tfap2b (AP-2β) was enriched 
in ER+ LC population (Fig. 4a–g). 

Motif prediction was also performed on the different stage specific open-chromatin regions. In ER+ LC, the highest enriched motif 
was Foxa1 in all stages. Slug and ERE motifs were also enriched in ER+ LC in adult and pregnancy suggesting that Snai2, which is 
expressed only in BC, represses the chromatin regions opened preferentially in ER+ LC. ERE motif was also enriched in ER+ LC in adult 
and pregnancy, consistent with the importance of ER signalling. Jun-AP1 and Runx motifs were enriched exclusively in ER+ LC in 
puberty, with no clear Jun-AP1 TF upregulated in puberty ER+ LC while Runx1 showed higher expression in puberty ER+ LC. Klf 
motifs were enriched in adult ER+ LC, and among the Klf TFs, Klf8 showed higher expression, while in pregnancy ER+ LC, NR motifs 
were enriched and Essrb TF was highly enriched (Fig. 4 h-m and Supplementary Fig. S6). The motif discovery analysis in ER+ LC 
confirms the well-known role of Esr1 and FoxA1 being the highest enriched motifs at all stages in ER+ LC. In addition, this analysis also 
uncovers stage specific open chromatin regions in ER+ LC that are associated with Jun-AP1 and Runx TF motifs in puberty and Essrb 
motif in pregnancy, suggesting that while FoxA1 and Esr1 are the main TF responsible for ER+ LC specification, other TF, like Essrb in 
pregnancy, could control the stage specific program of ER+ LC. 

ER− LC show a conserved chromatin opening signature as well as puberty and pregnancy specific chromatin remodelling and 
associated TFs. 

Within the peaks conserved in the 3 different developmental stages in ER− LC, ETS family (EHF and ELF5) were enriched with the 
highest rank, as previously described [30]. Sox TF motif was also enriched in ER− LC, and among Sox TFs, Sox6 [32] and Sox13 
showed higher expression in ER− LC. NFkB motif was enriched in ER− LC to a lower extend, and only Nfkb2 showed a slight increase of 
expression in ER− LC (Fig. 5a–g). 

ETS, Sox and NfkB TF motifs were enriched in ER− LC across different developmental stages. Jun-AP1 motif enrichment, along with 
Maff and Mafk TF higher expression, and CEBP motif enrichment, along with Cebpd higher expression were observed in ER− LC only at 
puberty. No motif was enriched specifically in ER− LC in adulthood. CP2 motif together with a higher expression of Grhl1, and AP2 
motif were enriched in ER− LC during pregnancy (Fig. 5h-m and Supplementary Fig. S7). This data set suggests that, in ER− LC, beside 
the well-known ETS TF found to be the most enriched motif at all stages, Sox and Nfkb motifs are also enriched at all stages, while Jun- 
AP1, CEBP, Grhl1 and AP2 are likely to control the ER− LC transcriptional and chromatin landscape in puberty and pregnancy. 

3.3. BC identity and function are mainly controlled by the same set of TFs throughout the different stages of life 

Conserved TF motifs enriched in the open chromatin regions of BC across the 3 developmental stages, showed that p63 (p53) motif 
was the most enriched motif and Trp63 mRNA was highly upregulated specifically in BC, as previously described [26]. Of note, p73 
was also found to be upregulated in BC, although at a lower level, and could also play a role in the regulation of BC identity. Tead 
motifs were enriched in BC, with Tead1 as the only member of this TF family to be more specifically upregulated in BC, although Tead2 
and Tead3 were also expressed. MADS motifs were enriched in BC, with only the Mef2c isoform being upregulated specifically in BC. 
Sox motifs were also enriched in BC, and within all Sox members, only Sox8 showed upregulation in BC at all stages, while Sox6, Sox7 
and Sox13 were also expressed. Zinc finger motifs were enriched in BC as previously described [30] and EGR2 enriched in BC at all 
stages. Finally, Gata motifs were enriched in genes downregulated in BC, consistent with the repression of these genes and the closing 

Fig. 4. ER + LC show a conserved chromatin opening signature throughout different stages of life as well as stage specific chromatin remodelling 
and associated TFs. a, Representative example of chromatin opening associated with ER+ LC at all stages, as measured by ATAC-seq. b, HOMER 
motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER+ LC conserved at all stages (n = 712), total background sequences = 103441. c-g, Expression levels of 
transcriptions factors associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression (c–e) or lower expression (f–g) in ER+ LC. h, HOMER 
motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER+ LC in puberty (n = 3138 and total background sequences = 105277). i, Expression levels of Runx1 
transcription factor associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression in ER+ LC in puberty. j, HOMER motif enrichment 
analysis of peaks in ER+ LC in adult (n = 9095 and total background sequences = 95095). k, Expression levels of Klf8 transcription factor associated 
with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression in ER+ LC in adult. l, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER+ LC in 
pregnancy (n = 1092 and total background sequences = 102832). m, Expression levels of Essrb transcription factor associated with motifs 
enrichment analysis showing higher expression in ER+ LC in pregnancy. P Values were calculated using a binomial test. 
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Fig. 5. ER− LC show a conserved chromatin opening signature throughout different stages of life as well as cell stage specific chromatin remod-
elling and associated TFs. a, Representative example of chromatin opening associated with ER− LC at all stages, as measured by ATAC-seq. b, 
HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER− LC conserved at all stages (n = 1088), total background sequences = 102496. c-g, Expression 
levels of transcription factors associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression in ER− LC. h, HOMER motif enrichment 
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analysis of peaks in ER− LC in puberty (n = 2929 and total background sequences = 106632). i,j, Expression levels of transcription factors 
associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression in ER− LC in puberty. k, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER−
LC in adult (n = 4981 and total background sequences = 104722). l, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in ER− LC in pregnancy (n = 1294 
and total background sequences = 108791). m, Expression levels of Grhl1 transcription factor associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing 
higher expression in ER− LC in pregnancy. P Values were calculated using a binomial test. 

Fig. 6. BC show a conserved chromatin opening signature throughout different stages of life as well as cell stage specific chromatin remodelling and 
associated TFs. a, Representative example of chromatin opening associated with BC at all stages, as measured by ATAC-seq. b, HOMER motif 
enrichment analysis of peaks in BC conserved at all stages (n = 2974), total background sequences = 104997. c, Expression levels of transcription 
factors associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher or lower (Gata3) expression in BC. d, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks 
in BC in puberty (n = 11445 and total background sequences = 124724). e, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in BC in adult (n = 6942 and 
total background sequences = 101488). f, Expression levels of Cebpb transcription factors associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing 
higher expression in BC in adult. g, HOMER motif enrichment analysis of peaks in BC in pregnancy (n = 2973 and total background sequences =
106145). h, Expression levels of Egr4 transcription factors associated with motifs enrichment analysis showing higher expression in BC in preg-
nancy. P Values were calculated using a binomial test. 
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of their chromatin regions by Gata3, a major regulator of luminal identity [40,41] (Fig. 6a–c). 
When focusing on the chromatin regions only opened in BC in a specific developmental stage, most of the enriched TF motifs were 

identical to the ones found from open chromatin regions in the 3 life stages, suggesting that BC identity and function are controlled by 
the same set of TFs irrespective of their developmental stage. However, Mad and Dlx motifs were enriched specifically during puberty, 
with no clear specific upregulation of TF of these families. bZip motif was enriched in the adult stage, along with higher expression of 
Cebpb TF. No motif was enriched only during pregnancy, but higher expression of Egr4 was observed (Fig. 6d–h and Supplementary 
Fig. S8). 

Overall, the TF motif prediction analysis on the chromatin open regions clearly shows that while well-known cell type specific TF 
are associated with the different cell types at all stages of life, other TF are associated with specific developmental stages, and could 
potentially play a role in regulating the function of each lineage at a particular developmental stage. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Resource dataset of conserved and stage-specific transcriptional, chromatin opening and cell-cell communication landscapes in the MG 

Here, we describe the transcriptional and chromatin opening landscapes of the different epithelial cell lineages of the MG at 
different developmental stages. While single cell RNA sequencing is the gold standard technique to study the cellular heterogeneity 
within an organ, more robust expression profiles can be achieved with bulk RNA sequencing, pending cell population isolation is 
possible. In this study, the use of ER+ LC YFP tracing combined with cell surface markers allowed us to isolate the different cell types of 
the MG with a higher purity than previously achieved in adult stage and allowed, for the first time, the isolation of ER+ LC at mid 
pregnancy based on the YFP expression since expression of surface markers associated to ER (Sca1 and CD133) is decreased upon 
pregnancy [34]. RNAseq and ATACseq, performed at different stages of life allowed the definition of conserved and stage-specific gene 
regulatory networks in the different MG epithelial cells. Compared to previous studies performed by microarray technology only in 
adult [29,32], the use of RNAseq in this current study allowed full sequencing of the transcriptome and was therefore likely to identify 
more differentially modulated transcripts than microarrays. Indeed, while a clear overlap of genes were observed, a maximum of 48% 
(in BC) of the genes found in our conserved signature were previously described in one of these two studies. Another study profiled the 
ER+ LC in early pregnancy (3 and 7 days) and in virgin mice by microarray [34]. While this study provided important insights on genes 
differentially regulated upon pregnancy in ER+ LC, it failed to put in light genes differentially regulated upon pregnancy only in ER+
LC, and as ER+ LC were isolated based on surface markers being lost upon pregnancy, later time points in pregnancy could not be 
achieved. Our study allowed the profiling of ER+ LC at mid pregnancy (day 12), and the identification of genes highly upregulated 
only in ER+ LC in pregnancy. Some of the genes put in light in our study were previously described to be highly expressed in early 
pregnancy in ER+ LC, like Igf2, Calca and Tnfsf11 [34]. However, genes previously described to be upregulated in ER+ LC in early 
pregnancy were not included in our ER+ LC pregnancy signature, as they were also upregulated in BC, for example Mdk and Emb, in 
ER− LC, like Gldc or both in BC and ER− LC, like Nrep [34]. In conclusion, our analysis allows the identification of genes, TF and 
ligands conserved or stage-specific specifically for each cell type of the MG. 

While bulk sequencing of isolated populations allows deeper sequencing than single cell sequencing, the drawback of this technique 
is that subpopulations characteristics are lost. Several single cell sequencing studies in mice and human have confirmed that the MG is 
composed of the three main cell types we adressed in our study [13,14,19,21]. However, we have to acknowledge that two distinct 
clusters have been described within the ER− LC adult population [13,17], as well as heterogeneity within the BC, in which some 
subtypes could correspond to BC with higher potential to reconstitute gland upon transplantation [13], and that our study did not 
allow to address the gene signatures of the different subtypes. 

This study was performed in transgenic mice expressing YFP in ER+ LC, allowing cell isolation with high purity that would not be 
possible from human samples. Similarities in the gene networks and gene signatures of the 3 cell types of the MG have been described 
previously [29,32] and were confirmed in our study since an overlap between our conserved signatures was found with human 
corresponding ones, and since major TFs associated with the different cell types are similarly found in human samples [30]. These data 
support the relevance of our study for human biology. 

4.2. Conserved and stage-specific gene regulatory networks 

The MG morphology is very dynamic after birth, with an extensive expansion and ductal branching during puberty, cycles of 
growth and regression with each estrus cycle in adult life, and major differentiation program to form lobuloalveolar structures upon 
each pregnancy until the end of lactation [1]. Hormonal cues are responsible for these morphological changes of the MG throughout 
life stages. In particular, estrogen, progesterone and prolactin have been described to be crucial for MG development and morpho-
logical changes. Hormone sensing cells (ER+ LC) are thought to sense these cues and to relay the information to neighbouring cells 
though paracrine signals [3]. Therefore, stage-specific signatures are expected for each cell type of the MG, to reflect the different 
hormonal environment and to induce the morphological changes associated with each stage. Here, we uncovered common gene 
signature for each cell lineage across the different stages of life, as well as stage-specific gene signature. We compared cell type specific 
gene signature at different stages of life, and these data with the analysis of the corresponding chromatin landscape, allowing to define 
the common GRN of each lineage as well as stage-specific GRN (Supplementary Figs. S9–S11). 

In ER+ LC, this analysis confirmed that FoxA1 and Esr1 motifs were the most enriched TF, at all life stages, while Zeb2 and Slug 
motif, which are expressed in BC exclusively, were enriched in peaks related to genes downregulated in ER+ LC, consistent with a 
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repressor activity of Zeb2 and Slug. Tfap2b (AP-2β) was enriched in ER+ LC population at all stages as well. While its expression has 
not been previously associated with ER+ LC, its expression has been shown to be increased in lobular carcinoma [42]. This analysis 
also shows stage specific motifs in ER+ LC like Jun-AP1 and Runt motifs in puberty, the Klf motif, associated with high expression of 
Klf8, in adulthood, and the highly enriched Essrb motif in pregnancy. While Runx1 and AP1 role in the mammary gland has been 
described [43,44], a role for Klf8 and Esrrb has not been described in the mammary gland. Esrrb, which is an orphan receptor, is of 
particular interest since its expression is highly specific and very strong in ER+ LC specifically in pregnancy. This is associated with the 
expression a very specific gene expression program in ER+ LC in pregnancy. The potential role of these rare cells could be to sense and 
relay signals even during pregnancy and lactation, through paracrine signalling cues different than the ones in non-pregnant state and 
to orchestrate the pregnancy development and involution. 

In ER− LC, our analysis not only confirms the central role of Ehf and Elf5 TF, but also confirms a role for Sox6 and suggests a role for 
Sox13 and Nfkb2 in ER− LC identity. The role of Sox6 in maintaining luminal cell identity has been previously described as Sox6 
overexpression maintains luminal differentiation in MG in vitro and in vivo [32], while a putative role of Sox13 in the mammary gland 
has not been described. While NFkB role in the mammary gland has been described to be required for proper organogenesis in the MG 
and lactation [45], only Nfkb2 showed a slight increase of expression in ER− LC. Motifs and TF were also enriched in stage specific 
manner, Maff, Mafk and Cebpd showed higher expression in puberty in ER− LC. While Cebpd has been described to regulate 
pro-apoptotic gene expression during mammary gland involution [46], its role during puberty remains unclear. Overall, several TF 
have been shown to be stage specific in ER− LC and could have a role to finetune the gene regulatory network of ER− LC specified by 
conserved TF at all stages. 

In BC, the combined analysis shows many motifs enriched at all stages. p63 (p53) motif and Trp63 was highly upregulated spe-
cifically in BC, as previously described [26]. The role of Trp63 in BC specification has been demonstrated first in vitro and upon 
transplantation [47], and then in vivo, in which sustained p63 expression in embryonic MG lead to BC only, while sustained p63 
expression in adult LC lead to a reprogramming of LC into BC [8]. p73 was also found to be upregulated in BC, though at a much lower 
extend, and could potentially also have a role in the mammary gland. Tead motif, with higher expression of Tead1, MADS motifs with 
higher expression of Mef2c, Sox motifs with higher expression of Sox8 in BC, and Zinc finger motifs with higher expression of EGR2, 
were also enriched in BC at all stages in our analysis. While a direct role of Tead1 has not been described in the mammary gland, it is 
known to interact with YAP/TAZ [48], and YAP/TAZ have been described to play a role in stem cell properties of the mammary 
epithelial cells, as transient expression of YAP/TAZ in differentiated LC turns them into mammary stem cells [49]. Zinc finger motifs 
enrichment has been previously described in human BC [30]. Mef2 has previously been associated with a negative regulation pro-
liferation in mammary epithelial cells [50], and with poor prognosis in ER + breast cancer [51]. Sox8 has been shown to act as an 
oncogene and to be associated with poor prognosis in triple-negative breast cancer [52]. Gata motifs were enriched in BC but these 
motifs were enriched only in genes downregulated in BC, consistent with a repressor activity of Gata3, a major regulator of luminal 
identity [40,41]. Few motifs were found to be stage specific in BC. The putative role of the stage specific TF found in BC, like Cepbp in 
adult and Egr4 in pregnancy, has not been previously described. Overall, BC gene regulatory networks are regulated by a set of TF 
conserved across the different stages of life, but other stage specific TFs could finetune the BC transcriptional program at different 
stages of life. 

The role of TFs identified in this study, either conserved throughout the stages or specific to one developmental stage will need to be 
functionally assessed with gain and loss of function experiments to confirm their putative role in MG. Such functional validations have 
previously demonstrated that, for example, Gata3 and Foxa1 TFs are crucial for ER+ LC specification [40,41,53], that Elf5, Stat5, 
Runx2 and Sox9 TFs play a crucial role in ER− LC and alveologenesis specification [54–58], and that p63 is a master regulator of basal 
specification [8,47]. 

4.3. Conserved and stage-specific ligands constitute potential paracrine signals 

Our study also identified many potential ligands, specifically expressed by one cell type, often modulated during life stages, that 
could be involved in the heterotopic communication between cell types. While the role of some ligands like Areg [59] and Tnfsf11 [5] 
in relaying hormonal signals from ER+ LC to neighbouring cells have been extensively studied in the MG and the expression or role of 
other ligands has been previously described as well, like the role of Wnt family in MG development and ductal growth [60–62], the role 
of Tgfb family in cell proliferation and differentiation [63,64], the diverse role of ligands for EGF receptor [65,66] and the negative 
effect of Ptn ligand on MG differentiation [67], other ligand functions in the MG have not been elucidated. For example, a role for 
Bmp3 in the mammary gland has not been described but it has been shown to be expressed in breast cancers and was associated with a 
better survival [68]. Stc2 expression is dependent on ER signalling and low expression was associated with poor prognosis in breast 
cancer [69,70]. In vitro, Stc2 expression reduced cell growth, motility and viability of breast cancer cell lines [71] but its physiological 
role in the mammary gland has not been investigated. Npnt has been shown to promote metastasis in breast cancer cell lines and is 
correlated with a poor prognosis in breast cancer patients [72], but its role in the mammary gland is not clear. Calca, which we show is 
highly expressed only by ER+ LCs in mid-pregnancy, has been previously described to be expressed in epithelial cells during preg-
nancy, and is known to be responsive to progesterone. Since its expression correlates with the gland proliferation and remodelling 
during pregnancy, it has been suggested that it may be involved in these processes but this has not been investigated further [34,73]. 
These few examples show that ligands expressed specifically by one cell type of the MG could have putative roles in cell-cell 
communication and that there are still a lot of candidates which would deserve more attention. All these ligands constitute poten-
tial autocrine, paracrine or longer range signalling cues between the different cell types of the MG. While some ligands are very specific 
for one cell type and are highly expressed at all stages of life, other ligands are associated with puberty, adulthood or pregnancy, 
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suggesting that different signalling pathways could be used for cell-cell communication in the MG depending on the life stage. 
The functional role of the ligands put in light in this study will need to be further studied to demonstrate their putative role as 

signalling cues between the MG cells. Loss of function and overexpression assays will need to be performed to pinpoint their function in 
MG, as it has extensively been done for Areg [59] or, as another example of a less known signaling cue in the MG, Cxcl12 [24]. 

5. Conclusions 

This resource will be useful to define the TF networks responsible for the specification and maintenance of the different MG 
epithelial lineages as well as to understand how perturbations in these GRN affect MG development and function at the different stages 
of life and whether they play a role during breast tumorigenesis. 
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